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ABSTRACT

Timesheets play a very important role in tracking payroll
and project management in most businesses and companies.
Every employee of a company is required to fill his or her

timesheet

accurately

so

that

the

business

company can effectively record employee

can

subsequently

be

used

for

owner

work

of

hours

accounting,

the

which

project

management and invoicing.

Presently,

a

majority

timesheets,

which

are

of

companies

are

basically spread

using

sheets

of project numbers, hours charged per day.

manual

consisting

Typically an

employee fills the timesheet every day and at the end of
one or two weeks it will be turned in for accounting.

The

payroll

the

department

will

transfer

the

data

from

timesheets to the company's database and the database will
be subsequently processed for the employee's working time
and expenses.

This manual process is tedious and opens up

lots of human errors especially during the data transfer.
Supervisors may not have readily available or up to date
employee
time

is

work
at

time or
least

project status,

one

or

111

two

as the

weeks.

turnaround

This

causes

inefficient

management

and

tracking

of

projects.

Also

there are many situations where an employee of a company
may

not

be

working

at

a

fixed

place

and

tracking

the

employee's total working time in a certain period is very
difficult using the manual timesheet procedures.

The purpose of this project is to develop a computerized
timesheet

application.

Using

this

application,

an

employee of a company can log onto the company's Web site
and fill out a timesheet from anywhere in the world.

The

project

and

involved

approval
Active

automating

procedures

Server

Component

using

Pages

Object

contemporary

(ASP)

Model

timesheet

[1],

(COM)

entry

technologies

JavaScript,

[8]

Database . connectivity (ODBC).

data

VB

Components

like

Script,

and

Open

Using this application an

employee of a company can log on to the company's Web site
and

fill

particular

out

a

project

timesheet

can

and

approve

through the Internet.

IV

or

the

manager

reject

the

of

that

timesheet
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Presently, a majority of companies are using manual
timesheets, which are basically spread sheets consisting

of project numbers and hours charged per day.

Typically

the employee fills out a timesheet every day and at the
end of one or two weeks, it will be turned in for

accounting.

The payroll department will transfer the data

from the timesheets to the company's database and the

database will be subsequently processed for the employee's

payroll.

This manual process is tedious and error-prone

especially during the data transferring process.

These

disadvantages of manual timesheet procedures and the
advent of Internet and new technologies clearly drive the
need for an automated timesheet data entry and approval
process.

There are some Internet based Timesheet applications
available

Timesheet

in

the

market.

application

One

of

those

is

(http://www.skura.com).

Skura's

This

application runs on the Windows NT Server and using the
Oracle database.

This application is developed using C++,

HTML and JavaScript.

Using Skura's Timesheet application

a user can submit weekly timesheet by entering the number
of

hours

per

activities

day.

using

timesheet

The

user

Skura's

submission

and

cannot

Timesheet
the

enter

approval

hours

The

processes

are

be done

not

using

The reports are implemented based on the

project, department and user.
of

task

application.

automated that means these things can not

the application.

the

for

the

given

The reports show the number
time

period

department-id, project-id and user-id.

based

on

the

The user interface

of Skura's Timesheet application is quite different from
this project.
the

task

Skura's
number

Using this project an employee can enter

actives

timesheet
of

application

hours

user

for

each

day

application
per

can

day.

not

of

the

user

can

Using

see

the

week,

only

but

enter

Skura's

employee

using

the

timesheet

information,

project information and the customer information.

Using

this

other

timesheet

employee

application

information,

information

like

employee

project

contact

can

see

information

number,

email,

the

and

customer

project

manager

and customer contact information etc.

On

searching

the

Internet

for

the

other

timesheet

applications, I also found timesheet application developed

by using

Oracle

Web

Objects.

I

do

not

have

the

enough

information to write about this.

1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT

The

purpose

timesheet

of

entry

Application

this

and

approval

automates

processes.

project

the

Employees

is

processes.

timesheet

of

a

to

company

automate
The

Timesheet

entry

and

can

login

application using a user_id and a password.

the

approval

to

the

After logging

into the application, an employee can create a timesheet
and

enter

either
will

work

save

have

or

a

for

submit

choice

submission.
the

units

that

the

to

week.

The

timesheet.

edit

the

employee

Also

saved

the

before

After submission the employee can only view

timesheet.

log

employee

timesheet

The

submitted

timesheet

is

now

available

for the manager to review, approve or reject.
can

can

into

the

application

to

view

and

applicable action on the submitted timesheet.

A manager
perform

an

A rejected

work unit will be available for the employee to modify and

resubmit.

view

other

information,

Using

this

application

employees
project

contact

managers

an

employee

information,
and

users

can

also

project

assigned

to

project

and

managers

can

customers
also

add

contact
employees,

information.
projects

and

Project
customer

information.

1.2 PROJECT RESULTS

This project would lead to the following results
• Timesheet Application: an application which allows
an employee of a company to enter and submit weekly
timesheets and the project manager of the company

to review, approve or reject the timesheets.
• User Manual: a manual for the user to explain how
to

use

the

application

(section

10.0

of

this

report).
• System Manual: a report (this report) with design
details and specifications.

This application can be accessed through the Netscape

4.0 or higher versions and Internet Explorer 4.0 or later
versions.

2.0 APPLICATION REQUIENTS SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the project is to automate the
timesheet entry and approval processes. The application

allows an employee to enter and submit his/her weekly
timesheet and the manager to review reject or approve the
submitted timesheet electronically.

This application is

implemented using Active Server Pages (ASP) [1], Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) [3], Java [4], JavaScript and

VBScript with Component Object Model (COM) components
written in Java.

Oracle 8 is the database engine used for

this application.
Software requirements are as follows;
•

Windows NT Server 4.0 with Service Pack 3.0

• Windows NT Server 4.0 with Option Pack 4.0
•

Visual J++ 6.0

•

Oracle 8

•

ODBC driver for Oracle

2.1.1 Project Approach

Presently, a majority of companies are using manual
timesheets, which are basically spread sheets consisting
of project names, numbers and hours charged per day.

Typically an employee fills his/her timesheet every day or
at the end of one or two weeks, and at the end of one or
two weeks it will be turned in for accounting.

Upon

receiving the timesheet the payroll department will
transfer the data from the timesheet to the company's

database and the database will be subsequently processed

for the employee's work time.

This manual process is

tedious and opens up lots of human errors especially

during the data transferring process.

This situation

created a need for an automated timesheet data entry and

approval process.

In the design and development phases the application

has gone through the following steps under the direction
of its adviser

• collect the requirements for the user interface

• design and implementation of a user friendly
interface

•

validate the text fields

• collect the requirements for database
-

develop the conceptual E-R Model

-

understand the relationships between tables

-

populate the tables with data

• write COM components to access database

• provide connectivity to the database using ODBC
driver for Oracle database

2.1.2 Project Goals / Output

Working timesheet application: an application, which
automates the timesheet entry and approval processes.

HTML, ASP and VB Script are used to develop user friendly
interface and JavaScript will be used to provide front-end
validation for the application.

User manual: a manual that guides the user how to use the
application will be provided.

System manual: a project report will be written to provide
design details and specifications.

2.2 PROJECT COMPONENTS

The application consists of a system user-interface,
which includes Calendar with links. Text box. Password

fields, Label, Option button. Dropdown, Submit button.
Reset button and Message box.

Each of these components is

discussed below.

•

Calendar with links - it takes the user to the

daily or weekly timesheet depending upon a radio
button selected.

The radio buttons are right below

the calendar.

•

Text box - text box is used to obtain information

from the user or to display information provided by

the application.

Unlike information displayed in a

label, the user can change information displayed in
a text box.

Text boxes can be used in conjunction

with a data control to display information from a
database.

Text boxes are also used to set up

database queries or to edit records in a database.
•

Password field - it is a text field for the

password which is displayed by a number of star
symbols (*)
• Label - label is used to display text, which can
not be changed.

• Option button - option button controls are used to
display options, usually in option button groups,
from which the user can choose one.

8

• Dropdown list - web developers use dropdown boxes
in plain HTML forms to perform a variety of
functions.

For instance, if developers take a

dropdown list box and add navigation ability to
each of its items, users have an instant navigation

system.

Since users are comfortable using dropdown

boxes, it makes sense to incorporate them liberally
throughout any Web-based application.
•

Submit button - submit button does what its name

implies, setting in motion the form's submission to
the server from the browser.

than one Submit button.

Form can have more

We may also include name

and value attributes with the submit type of input
form button.

•

Reset button - it is button to erase all the text

fields in the form and set to some default value.

• Message box - displays an error message

2.3 TESTING CRITERIA

Prior to putting any application into practical use,
it has to be tested and validated.

Validation is the

process of verifying the accurate performance of the

application.

The following tests, depending upon user

roles like super user, project manager and employee will
be performed on the application to validate the

correctness of the data.

These tests will be performed in

Netscape and Internet Explorer browsers in different
versions like 4.0 or better.

The tests are:

• testing the application as a super user
• testing the application as a project manager
• testing the application as an employee
• testing the application for graphical user
interface

• testing the database for the correctness of the
data

10

3.0 PROJECT APPROACH

This is a three-tier application.

The user interface

is designed based on the existing database and implemented
using HTML, ASP, JavaScript and VBScript.

The COM

Components using ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) are written in
Java to access the database through ODBC Drivers.

Each of

these is discussed below briefly and clearly in the
following chapters.

3.1 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE USER INTERFACE

The implementation of the user interface use Active

Server Pages (ASP) [1], Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
[3], JavaScript and Visual Basic Script.

JavaScript is

used for the front-end validations and VBScript for the

logic.

3.2 USING EXISTING ORACLE DATABASE

OSI consulting Company's existing database is used
for this application.

SQL scripts are used to create

database tables, to build relationships between tables and
to populate the tables with the initial data.

11

A database

schema is created to understand all the relationships
between the database tables and query the database.

3.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE JAVA OBJECTS TO ACCESS DATABASE

Java is used in the implementation of the objects,

because the Microsoft virtual machine provides automatic
mapping that allows any Java object to be a COM object and
any COM object to be accessible as Java object.

Java is

an ideal language for taking advantage of the Microsoft
Component Object Model.

3.4 CREATION OF COM COMPONENTS AND REGISTRATION OF DYNAMIC

LINK LIBRARIES (DLL) USING VISUAL J++ 6.0

Visual J++ 6.0 is used to create COM components and
DLLs.

In the world of object development, developers

should be able to use a component regardless of the
language it was written in.

With Visual J++ 6.0, all Java

objects can instantly become COM components, allowing them
to be used from the most popular Windows-based
applications.

After creating DLLs, they are registered in

the Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) [8].

12

3.5 DATABASE CONNECTIVITY USING OPEN DATABASE CONNECTIVITY

(ODBC)

ODBC provides a way for client programs access a wide
range of databases or data sources.

used to access an Oracle database.

An ODBC driver is

ODBC is a widely

accepted application programming interfaces (API) [10] for
database access.

It is based on the Call-Level Interface

(CLI) specifications from X/Open and ISO/IEC for database
APIs and uses Structured Query Language (SQL) as its
database access language [10].
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4.0 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE USER INTERFACE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Active Server Pages (ASP), Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML), JavaScript and VB Script were used in the
implementation of the user interface.

JavaScript was used

for the front-end validations and VB Script was used for
the functionality in the application.

4.1.1 Active Server Pages (ASP)

ASP is a technology for building dynamic and

interactive web pages.
dynamic web pages.

ASP provides a new way of creating

Instead of using the browser to locate

the pages, ASP relies on the fact that the web server

translates the embedded functionality into plain HTML
texts before returning the results to the user as HTML.

ASP is considerably enhanced with the release of Internet
Information Server (IIS) 4.0 and Personal Web Server 4.0,
which offer an enriched model for managing communications
between a browser and a web server.

ASP allows one create

dynamic forms, which can return feedback to the user.

It

also allows accessing a database and returning the desired
results to the web page [1].

Chilisoft

14

(http://www.chilisoft.com) is trying to implement platform
independent ASP.

ASP for Hewlett Packard Unix is

currently under development and is being considered for
Linux.

4.1.2 Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML)

HTML is a document layout and hyperlink specification
language.
and

It defines the syntax and placement of special

embedded

browser

directions

and

tells

how

that
to

are

display

document, including text images
The

language

also

tells

one

not

displayed

by

the

contents

of

the

the

and other support
how

to

make

a

media.

document

interactive through special hypertext links, which connect
a

user

document

with

other

documents

on

either

a

user's

computer or someone else's as well as with other Internet

resources.
the

ASP, JavaScript

VBScript

tags in HTML documents to achieve

fun effect [3].

code

and

are

<%,

JavaScript

<script

and

can

some

be

used in

powerful

and

The open and close tags to represent ASP

%>

respectively.

VBScript

VBScript>

are

<script

respectively.

JavaScript and VBScript is </script>
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The

The

open

tags

for

Javascript>

and

close

tag

for

4.1.3 Java Script

JavaScript is a scripting language for producing
special functionality on Web pages.

developed JavaScript.

Netscape has

JavaScript [6] is inspired by Java,

which is a full-fledged Object Oriented Language, adapted
to network computing.

Like Java Applets, JavaScript is

used to add functionality to a web page and the main
difference is that JavaScript codes actually run within
HTML pages.

Because JavaScript code runs within the HTML

page on the client side, it is ideal for simple client
side operations such as switching graphic images,
validating forms and handling Cookies.

Interests in

JavaScript have soared because of the popularity of the
Navigator and Explorer browsers, which support JavaScript
and the ease, with which JavaScript can be integrated into
existing web pages.

Even Microsoft has chosen to support

JavaScript and has incorporated it into its Internet

Explorer browser version 3.0 and later versions.

One of the reasons for JavaScript gaining popularity is
that it lets programmers to modify the properties of Web
pages, such as hypertext links and background colors etc
very easily.

16

4.1.4 Visual Basic Script

Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition, the newest
member of the Visual Basic family of programming

languages, brings active scripting to a wide variety of
environments, including Web client scripting in Microsoft
Internet Explorer and Web server scripting in Microsoft
Internet Information Server.

It is implemented as a fast

and portable interpreter for use in World Wide Web
browsers and other applications that use Microsoft ActiveX
Controls, Automation servers, and Java applets.

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION USING ASP

Active Server Pages (ASP) technology is language-

independent, that is any scripting language can be used in
the ASP tags.

The most common scripting languages are VB

Script and JavaScript.

Whatever scripting language is

used, the script statements are simply enclosed in special
delimiters for ASP. The starting delimiter is <%, and the

closing delimiter is %>.

The VB Script statements that present user interface
elements are InputBox and MsgBox. In addition, the

17

VBScript function CreateObject is replaced by a method of
the Server object.

This is necessary to track the object

instances on the server side.

the script.

Comments can be added to

However, comments can't be added inside an

output expression.

An output expression is an expression

or value that is evaluated and written to the Web page.
It is contained within the delimiters <%= and %>.

The rules for using JavaScript are very similar to
those for VBScript.

As with VB Script, user interface

statements such as the Alert statement can't be used.

The

way the JavaScript is used on the server side is nearly
identical to the way it is used on the client side.

As on

the client side, JavaScript on the server is case

sensitive.

JavaScript is used on the client side for the

validation of the user interface.

One way to think about ASP pages is that they are
HTML pages with extra stuff added.

It could be easy to

convert an existing HTML page to an ASP page.

Just change

the extension from .htm /.html to .asp, but it won't be a
meaningful ASP page until some scripting commands were
added.

The .asp filename extension enables Internet

18

Information Server (IIS) to parse and execute the scripts
in your files.
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5.0 USING THE EXISTING DATABASE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

OSI

consulting

Company's

database

being used for this application.
company

were

used

to

create

and

design

are

SQL scripts from the

database

tables,

to

build

relationships between tables and to populate the tables
with data.

Since the existing database is used, the EntityRelationship (E-R) Model was developed to understand the
relationships among the tables existing in the database.
The E-R diagram of the database is shown in figure 5.1.
Based on the study of the E-R model and the schema the

user friendly front-end was designed for the timesheet
application.

5.2 DATABASE DESIGN APPROACH

The following is the approach used to design the
database.

20

5.2.1 Logical Design Phase

The foundation of any database application is a

logical data model.

A logical data model is a

representation of both the data elements used by an
enterprise and the relationships between the data
elements.

This activity involved the following

components:

• Collection of database requirements and analysis.

• Development of an Entity-Relation (E-R) model.

The

E-R model is a high level conceptual model, which
displays the individual entity types and their
relationship types, participation levels and
constraints in diagrammatic format known as E-R
diagram.
• Normalization of the relations (tables).

Collection of database requirements and analysis: To

design an effective database, the designer should clearly
understand the requirements of the users and the uses of
the database.

A series of meetings were held with project

mangers, human resources and accounting department to

identify the application areas and user groups, to review
the company's existing practice of time sheet processing

21

procedure and to analyze the operating environment and

processing requirements. From these meetings it was

concluded that the focus of the database would be employee
information, project information, customer (client)

information and time sheet submittal and approval process.
The users would be employees, project managers, human
resources and accounting department.

The database would

be developed using Oracle 8.
Development of an Entity-Relation (E-R) model; Based on

the requirements and the analysis the Entity-Relation (E

R) model is developed. The E-R model displays the

individual entity types and their relationship types,
participation levels and constraints in diagrammatic
format known as E-R diagram.

Each entity has a specific

set of attributes that describe the entity.

Each entity

also has an attribute whose value is distinct from it.

Such an attribute is called the key attribute and its

value can be used to identify each entity uniquely.

This

constraint prohibits any two instances of an entity from
having the same value for the key value.

Some entity

types have more than one key attribute [7].
Normalization: The next step is to normalize the base
relations obtained by the E-R model. Normalization is the
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study of relations (tables), attributes (columns) and the
dependency of attributes upon one another during which the
unsatisfactory relation schemas are decomposed by breaking
up their attributes into smaller relations that possess
desirable properties [8]. The goals of normalization are:

• Minimizing the redundant data.
• Reducing inconsistent data.
• Designing data structures for easier maintenance.

Normalization of a database is achieved by a series of
steps that are First Normal Form (INF), Second Normal Form
(2NF) and Third Normal Form (3NF).

Further there are

Fourth Normal Form (4NF), Fifth Normal Form (5NF) also.

But, in general database is desired to be at least in 3NF
[8].

Initially the database designed was not even in the INF.
For a relation to be in the INF, all of its attributes
should be atomic.

That is each attribute consists of a

single fact about the relation.

For instance, if an

entity were used to store the employee information, one
would not use a single attribute Dependents to store the
names of the employee dependents.

In order to bring the

relation to INF, all the composite attributes were
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decomposed to atomic attributes and multi-valued
attributes were broken into separate relations.

For the

database to be in 2NF and 3NF, all the attributes must

depend on the primary key and nothing but the primary key.
This is also true for relations, so they fell into the
3NF.

5.2.2 Physical Design Phase

The physical design of the database is the

implementation of the relational model in a relational
database management system (RDBMS).
Oracle 8 is used.

For this project

The following are the steps to create

the physical design.
•

Create the database and tables

•

Loaded the database with the initial data

The database tables were created using Oracle 8.

the SQL scripts the database and tables were created.

scripts are included in APPENDIX C.

Using

The

After the creation of

the tables, the initial data in the reference tables was

populated.

Now the database is accessed through the

Internet application (Timesheet application) to add the
data like user information, project information, customer
information and the timesheet for the user etc.
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5.2.3 Database Validation

Once the database is designed and implemented the

next step is to validate the database application for its
functionality.

The various tests performed on the

applications are discussed in the chapter 9.

5.3 KEY WORDS IN THE E-R DIAGRAM

Status;

This is status of a timesheet, which can be

SAVED, REVEIWED, APPROVED and REJECTED.

Create_user: This is the name of the person who created
that particular record in the database.

Create_date: This is the date on which that records
created in the database.

Start_tinie: This is the time, at which an employee started
working on a project on a particular day of a week.

Coinp_time: This is the time, at which an employee stopped
working on a project on a particular day of a week.
Superuser: If the roll of an employee then the employee
will have the system privileges.

Works_for: This is a 1-M relationship between departments
and employee, because departments can have one or more
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employees where as employee can work for only one
department.

Belongs_to: This is a 1-M relationship between customers
and projects, because for every customer there can be more
than one project where as for a project there can be only
one customer.

Works_on; This is a M-M relationship between projects and
employees because a project can have more than one
employee and vice versa.

5.4 LOCKING MECHANISMS

In all cases, Oracle automatically obtains necessary

locks when executing SQL statements, so users need not be
concerned with such details. Oracle automatically uses the

lowest applicable level of restriction to provide the

highest degree of data concurrency yet also provide fail
safe data integrity.
data manually.

Oracle also allows the user to lock

Locks are mechanisms that prevent

destructive interaction between transactions accessing the
same resource [7].
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Oracle automatically uses different types of locks to
control concurrent access to data and to prevent
destructive interaction between users. Oracle

automatically locks a resource on behalf of a transaction

to prevent other transactions from doing something also
requiring exclusive access to the same resource.

The lock

is released automatically when some event occurs so that
the transaction no longer requires the resource.
Oracle locks fall into one of the following general
categories:

DML locks or Data locks: DML locks protect data. For

example, table locks lock entire table, rowlocks lock
selected rows.

DDL locks or Dictionary locks: DDL locks protect the

structure of schema objects for example, the definitions
of tables and views.

Internal locks and Latches: Internal locks and latches

protect internal database structures such as data files.
Internal locks and latches are entirely automatic.
Distributed locks: Distributed locks ensure that the data

and other resources distributed among the various
instances of an Oracle Parallel Server remain consistent.

Distributed locks are held by instances rather than
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transactions. They communicate the current status of a
resource among the instances of an Oracle Parallel Server.
Parallel Cache Management (PCM) [7] locks: Parallel cache
management locks are distributed locks that cover one or
more data blocks (table or index blocks) in the buffer

cache. PCM locks do not lock any rows on behalf of
transactions.
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6.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF JAVA OBJECTS USING VISUAL J++

To implement Java Objects using Visual J++, the steps
followed are:

• Create an empty project
• Add an empty Java class to a project and add code
to the Java class

• Import a COM DLL to a project

6.1 CREATE AN EMPTY PROJECT

Steps to crate a new project:
• On the File menu, click New Project.
• On the New tab, click the Visual J++ Projects

folder. Then select the Empty Project icon.

• In the Name box, enter a name for project.
• In the Location box, enter the path to save

project, or click Browse to navigate to the
folder.
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6.2 ADD AN EMPTY JAVA CLASS TO A PROJECT AND ADD CODE TO
IT

To add an empty Java class:

• Right-click the name of the project.
•

Point to Add on the shortcut menu and then
click Add Class.

•

select the Class icon

• In the Name box, enter a name for the Java
class.

After adding an empty class, Java code using ADO [8]
objects to access database will be added.

The core ADO

objects include the Connection, Command, and Recordset

objects.

The connection object allows connecting a

database. Once a connection is established, the database

can be queried to retrieve a set of records. The Recordset
object represents the records returned from a query.
Either an SQL string or a Command object can be used to
specify the query [8].
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6.3 IMPORT COM DLL TO A PROJECT

To import COM DLL:

• Right-click the name of the project.
•

Point to Add on the shortcut menu and then

click Add COM Wrapper.
• In the COM Wrappers dialog box, select the
type library that need to be imported.
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7.0 CREATION OF COM COMPONENTS AND REGISTRATION OF DLL

7.1 CREATION OF COM COMPONENTS USING VISUAL J++ 6.0

In the world of object development, developers should
be able to use a component regardless of the language it
was written in.

With Visual J++ 6.0 [5], all Java objects

can instantly become COM components, allowing them to be
used from the most popular Windows-based applications

including Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Borland's
Delphi, and Microsoft Visual Basic.

Visual J++ can

create first-class COM components that are indiscernible
from those created with other Windows development tools,

giving developers the ability to write applications for
other Windows tools using the Java language [5].

Creating a COM component in Visual J++ is as easy as

going to the COM Classes tab in the project properties and
selecting which classes in the project will be exported as
COM objects.

All classes selected will automatically

obtain a class ID and be registered when the project is
built, and Visual J++ will also generate the necessary

Type Library information.

Developers also have the option

of specifying their own Type Library file and having
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Visual J++ create the stub code for all methods declared

in it.

With this option, developers can easily create

their own implementation of pre-existing objects.

Visual J++ will automatically import and use any
existing COM component as well, enabling developers to
reuse any Windows component regardless of which language

they were written in.

With Visual J++, developers can

write components in the language most suited for them, and
import and use them from within the Java language itself.
Components used within Visual J++ can still be accessed
with Statement Completion and all of the other

productivity-enhancing features discussed in the Enhanced
Programmer Productivity section.

Visual J++ 6.0 gives developers the ability to use
the thousands of existing ActiveX controls, saving both
time and effort.

Rather than developing applications

purely from scratch, developers can take advantage of
years of control development and build applications by
assembling pre built components.

Visual J++ 6.0 supports

the live hosting of ActiveX controls directly on the
Windows Foundation Classes (WFC) [8] Designer and provides
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seamless integration between Java code and ActiveX code.
Developers can write code to interact with the ActiveX

control just as they would with any other Java object.

In

so doing, developers need not worry about the details of
how a component was constructed, but instead can
concentrate on how to best use the object in their
applications.

7.2 REGISTRATION OF DLL IN MICROSOFT TRANSACTION SERVER
(MTS)

MTS [8] is a component-based programming model and
runtime environment for developing, deploying, and

managing high-performance, scalable, and robust enterprise
Internet and Intranet server applications.

The MTS

Explorer helps to package, deploy, and administer the
applications.

MTS applications consist of one or more

packages (a set of components that perform related
application functions that are organized into one
deployment unit).

MTS Explorer's graphical user

interface can be used to perform development, deployment,
and administration tasks on package files.

The MTS

Explorer hierarchy depicts how the items in the runtime
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environment are organized to manipulate applications on

the package, component, interface, and method levels.

The

MTS Explorer interface lets a user to perform tasks

ranging from creating a new package to providing a brief
description of a method on an interface for administrators
to reference [8].

Components in an MTS application execute in the MTS
runtime environment. This runtime infrastructure:

Manages system resources, including processes,
threads, and database connections so that your server

application can scale to many simultaneous users.

Manages server component creation, execution, and
deletion.

• Automatically initiates and controls transactions to
make an application reliable.

• Implements security so that unauthorized users cannot
access an application.

• Provides tools for configuration, management, and
deployment.

MTS components can access data using ODBC.

Anything

layered above ODBC may also be used to access data.
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including ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) [8], OLE DB provider
for ODBC, and Remote Data Objects (RDO) [8].

Since ODBC

3.0 Driver Manager is an MTS resource dispenser, data
accessed via ODBC is automatically protected by object's
transaction.

In order for this to work, an ODBC-compliant

database must have a thread safe driver that operates

without thread affinity.

This is how the ODBC Driver

Manager asks the ODBC driver to enlist a connection on a
transaction.

User can make a user component transactional

by setting the transaction property for a component in the
MTS Explorer [8].

When creating an MTS application, a user should
carefully consider the design and deployment implications
for package topology, partitioning of components across

packages, package security configuration and property

configuration per component (such as transactions or
security).

Opening the MTS Explorer, a user can select

the Packages Installed folder in the MTS Explorer

hierarchy and start the Package Wizard by selecting File /
New.

Figure 7.1 illustrates how a user can either create

a new package or install a pre built package.
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By creating and naming the new package, the user
installed the MTS_Custo-mer. DLL file into the package as
a component.

The MTS Explorer has an Install Component

Wizard that walks the user through the installation of a
component.

The user can also drag and drop the DLL into

the component panel of the MTS Explorer to add a component
to a package.

After setting up package, the user has to right-click on
the new component in the package to bring up the

Properties page, which allows defining transaction
support, security, and activation.

The user needs to set

the transactions settings to "Requires a transaction" so
that the user component will automatically start a new

transaction if one doesn't already exists (Figure 7.2).
Selecting a single radio button on a property page enables
transactions in a component.

The user doesn't have to

write any code to define the scope of a transaction, such
as begin transaction or end transaction, because that

functionality is built into MTS, just like a declarative
security and a number of other features.
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Once the user sets up a package, the user used the

export function in the MTS Explorer to export that package
to a local directory.

This generates a subdirectory

called clients that contains a client install executable.

The user can distribute that client executable through a
Web page, or email.

7.3 MONITORING THE APPLICATION

User can also use the MTS Explorer to monitor
applications.

After deploying the Customer Maintenance

application across a set of clients and servers, user can

review activity on one or more servers.

The component

status view provides information per component:
Objects: the total number of objects that have been
allocated within the server process.

Activated: the total number of objects being used by
clients.

In Call: the total number of objects that are currently
executing a client call.

In addition to component status, user can monitor
transaction status using the Transaction Statistics view.
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Statistics include current active transactions, total
committed transactions, and total aborted transactions
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8.0 DATABASE CONNECTIVITY USING ODBC

ODBC is a widely accepted application programming
interfaces (API) for database access. It is based on the

Call-Level Interface (CLI) specifications from X/Open and
ISO/IEC for database APIs and uses Structured Query
Language (SQL) as its database access language.

ODBC [ID] is designed for maximum interoperability that
is, the ability of a single application to access
different database management systems (DBMS) with the same

source code.

Database applications call functions in the

ODBC interface, which are implemented in database specific
modules called drivers.

The use of drivers isolates

applications from database specific calls in the same way
that printer drivers isolate word processing programs from

printer-specific commands.

Because drivers are loaded at

run time, a user only has to add a new driver to access a

new DBMS.

It is not necessary to recompile the

application.

The ODBC architecture has four components:
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• Application: performs processing and calls ODBC
functions to submit SQL statements and retrieve
results.

• Driver Manager: loads and unloads drivers on behalf
of an application. Processes ODBC function calls or
passes them to a driver.

• Driver: processes ODBC function calls, submits SQL

requests to a specific data source, and returns
results to the application.

If necessary, the driver

modifies an application's request so that the request
conforms to syntax supported by the associated DBMS.
•

Data source: consists of the data the user wants to

access and its associated operating system, DBMS, and

network platform used to access the DBMS.

The three-tier application contains a client

workstation, a component server, and a database server.
The user interface is on the client side while business

logic and data management is in dedicated tiers.

Business

logic resides on one machine where it can be easily
managed.

In the Three-tier design, the client

workstations communicate with an application server, and
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the application server communicates with the data server.

This is very good and powerful approach, because the
database can be changed without changing the client

application and vice versa.

Also the change in the

business logic can be implemented at the application
server without effecting client or database server.

Figure 8.1 shows the three-tier model of this application.
First-Tier:

VBScript.
called.

This is written in HTML, ASP, JavaScript and

In ASP code the DLLs written in Java are

The ASP code talks to IIS and the Server talks to

DLLs registers in Microsoft Transaction Server.
Middle-Tier:

This is Internet Information Server (IIS),

DLLs and ODBC Driver.

The DLLs access the database

through ADOs and the ODBC driver.
Third-Tier:

This is the Oracle 8 database.

Information is stored the database tables.
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Figure 8.1 Three-tier model
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Data sources usually are created by the end user or a

technician with a program called the ODBC Administrator.
The ODBC Administrator prompts the user for the driver to
use and then calls that driver.

The driver displays a

dialog box that requests the information it needs to
connect to the data source.

After the user enters the

information, the driver stores it on the system.

Later,

the application calls the Driver Manager and passes it the
name of a machine data source or the path of a file

containing a file data source.

When passed a machine data

source name the Driver Manager searches the system to find

the driver used by the data source.

It then loads the

driver and passes the data source name to it.

The driver

uses the data source name to find the information it needs
to connect to the data source.

Finally, it connects to

the data source, typically prompting the user for a user

ID and password, which generally are not stored.

When

passed a file data source, the Driver Manager opens the
file and loads the specified driver.

If the file also

contains a connection string, it passes this to the

driver.

Using the information in the connection string,

the driver connects to the data source.
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If no connection

string was passed, the driver generally prompts the user
for the necessary information.

The data source or driver used by an application is

sometimes hard-coded in the application.

That means the

application simply would not work with any other data
sources.

A data source can be added by using ODBC Administrator

by following the steps shown below;
• On the Start menu, point to Settings, and then click
Control Panel.

•

Double-click ODBC.

• Click the User DSN, System DSN, or File DSN tab, and
then click Add.

• Click SQL Server; then click Finish.

• Complete the steps in the Create a New Data Source to
SQL Server Wizard.
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9.0 TESTING THE APPLICATION FOR FUNCTIONALITY

Prior to putting any application into practical use,
it has to be tested and validated.

Validation is the

process of verifying the accurate performance of the
application.

The following are the tests used for testing

and validating the application

Tested the application as a super user by performing
following tasks:
Add a Customer

Add an Employee
Add a Customer Project Manager
Create a Project
Add an Internal Project Manager
Activate an inactive user

Deactivate an active user

Delete an active user

Delete an inactive user

Modify the Department of a user
Modify the Role of a user

Assign two or more users to a project
Remove a user from a project
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• Remove
•

two or more users from a project

Add a Customer contact from the Customers screen

Tested the application as a project manager by performing
following tasks:
• Assign a consultant to a project
• Remove a consultant from a project
• Assign two or more users to a project
• Remove

two or more users from a project

• Review timesheet approvals

Tested the application as an employee by performing
following tasks:
•

Select

^SUBMITTED' timesheets for review

•

^REJECT' submitted timesheet

•

Select a

•

Select a 'SUBMITTED' timesheet and

•

Set 'SUBMITTED' timesheet status to 'REVIEWED'

•

Set reviewed timesheet status to 'APPROVED'

^SUBMITTED' timesheet and save

'REJECT'

• Verify the Project Manager is receiving all
'SUBMITTED' timesheets for a particular project and
time-period
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• Verify that a Project Manager can not access

timesheet entries for projects he / she does not
manage

• Verify the accuracy of the Waiting timesheet drop
down listing

• Verify the routing of 'SUBMITTED', 'APPROVED' and
'REJECTED' timesheets

• Validate session expiration: Verify that after

logging or timing out, a user can not re-enter the
application

• Verify that all totals displayed throughout the
application are accurate

• Verify status of a 'REJECTED' timesheet is changed
to 'SAVED' after the Consultant modifies an entry

• Verify that all dropdown combo boxes contain all
the expected

• Verify the accuracy of the data displayed in the
application with the data stored in the database

Tested the application for graphical user interface by
performing the following tests:
• Buttons / Labels are spelled correctly
• Font and overall user interface consistency
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• Verify the error messages make sense and are
accurate through out the application

Tested the database for the correctness of data by

checking the following tasks;
•

Select a user id and check for the data correctness
related to that id

•

Select a timesheet id and check for the data
correctness related to that id

•

Select a customer id and check for the data
correctness related to that id

• Select a project id and check for the data
correctness related to that
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id

10.0 USER MANUAL

10.1 USER INTERFACE INTRODUCTION

10.1.1 Main Toolbar

The Main Toolbar is located on the top of the page

with a blue background.

This toolbar contains Timesheet

and Timesheet Approval Applications as shown in

FigurelO.l. The purpose of this toolbar is to quickly go
to a desired area in the Timesheet Application.

The

following list includes the areas along with a brief
description.

Timesheet: area for review and entry of timesheet
information.

Approval: area for Project Managers to review,
approve and reject submitted timesheet information.
Projects: area for consultants to review current

project information. Project Manager will use this
area to assign and unassign consultants to projects,
Directory: area for consultants to review current
contact information about other consultants.
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Customers: area for consultants to review current
customer information.

Help: displays this document.

Login: takes directly to the login page.
Logoff: takes to the login page.

10.1.2 Navigation Frame

The frame located on the left side of the screen with

a yellow background will provide the controls to go to a

specific object inside a specific area as shown in Figure
10.1.

For example, once in the Timesheet area the user

decide that he or she would like to review the timesheet

for January 1, 2000, the user would select January 1, 2000

using the Active Calendar in this frame.

It would be a

similar process to select a specific consultant in the
Directory, or a specific project in the Project area.

10.1.3 Working Frame

The frame located on the right side of the screen

with a white background will provide the mechanism

necessary to work with a selected object as shown in
Figure 10.1. For example, after user selected timesheet
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for entry, he or she would enter the information using
this frame.

10.2 TIMESHEET REVIEW AND ENTRY

10.2.1 Timesheet Introduction

A timesheet contains all task activities worked in a

specific time period (Period from Monday to Sunday).

It

can contain task activities for any working day in that
time period and for any project to which the consultant
has been assigned.

It is not necessary to create a separate timesheet
for each project or project manager that the employee

works for.

As part of the approval process, the assigned

project manager will review and approve all hours worked

on a particular project.

For example, if an employee

submits task activities for several projects in the same

timesheet, the hours for each project will be directed to
the appropriate project manager for review.
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10.2.2 Selecting Timesheet

When entering the Timesheet area, the application
displays the timesheet for the current date.

Employee can

then enter new task activities, review existing or submit
the existing task activities.

If the timesheet does not

exist for this time period, user will not be able to enter
task activities until he or she creates it.

If the default timesheet and time period is not what

employee is looking for, he or she can select a different

time period using one of two methods, the Active Calendar
and Waiting Timesheets Listing in the Timesheet navigation
frame.

The Active Calendar allows employee to go to a

specific time period.

The Waiting Timesheets Listing

lists all Timesheets, which require employee attention.
This list will include all timesheets, which have been

created but not submitted, as well as those which have

been rejected by the employee's project manager.
• Use the Active Calendar to select a specific time
period.
-Select the month and year using the combo box
above the calendar.

-Click on a day within the desired time period.
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-Select the specific waiting timesheet.
-Click on the View button.

10.2.3 Create A New Timesheet

When a timesheet does not exist for a specific time

period, employee will be prompted to create a new one,
which is assigned to the selected time period.

Select

the time period for the timesheet.
• Select the ^ADD' button in the dialog box to create
a new timesheet.

•

Once the timesheet is created, task activities can
be entered.

10.2.4 Entering Task Activities

Task activities are entered using the text and combo
boxes below the summary in the Timesheet screen.

• Select the work date in which the task activity was
performed

• Select the project for which the task activity was
performed

• Enter a brief description of the task activity

• Enter the start time/end time (If required by
project manager)
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• Enter the duration of time spent on the task

activity
Once the task activities are added to the timesheet,

they are immediately saved to the database.

Employees are

safe to exit the application and return in the future to
complete his or her entries or submit those that have been
entered.

10.2.5 Modifying Task Activities
Task activities are modified using the same text and
combo boxes as shown in figure 10.1.

• Select the highlighted work date for the task

activity to be modified from the timesheet
listing located below the edit area.

• Use the steps from the Entering task activities
section to make the modifications

Once the task activities are added to the timesheet,

they are immediately saved in the database.

Employees are

safe to exit the application and return in the future to

complete his or her entries or submit those that have been
entered.
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Figure 10.1 Timesheet Screen
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10.3 TIMESHEET APPROVAL

10.3.1 Approval Introduction

Project manager will have access to review timesheets

for those projects that he or she has been assigned to

manage.

In this process, project manager will need to

define some parameters such as project and time period to
identify which task activities he or she would like to
approve.

10.3.2 Approval Considerations
Once a timesheet leaves the hands of an employee, the
status of the timesheet is 'SUBMITTED'.

The following

three status states are up to the project manager,

'REVIEWED', 'REJECTED' and 'APPROVED'. The 'REVIEWED'

status indicates project manger has reviewed the timesheet
submitted and agrees with the entries.

If the project

manager does not agree with the entries, then he or she
can reject the entries by setting the status to
'REJECTED'.

This allows the employee to make changes to

the rejected work unit and resubmit the timesheet.
'APPROVED' status indicates the project manger has
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The

reviewed and agreed with the entries in the time sheet
submitted.

10.3.3 Review Timesheets

The Project Manager timesheet approval screen

contains a summary of all employees working with the
number of hours broken out by each day of the specified

time period.

Project Manager can drill down to the detail

view that contains a listing of task activities as entered
by the employee.

• Select the Approval icon in the Main Toolbar
• Select the desired project and time period for
review to obtain the Summary view.
•

Select the link for the desired consultant to

obtain the Detailed view for the selected
consultant.

•

Select the 'REVIEW

or 'REJECT' button.
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Figure 10.2 Employee Information Screen
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10.3.4 Approve Timesheet

The Project Manager timesheet approval screen
contains a summary of all employees working with the

number of hours broken out by each day of the specified
time period.

Project Manager can drill down to the detail

view that contains a listing of task activities as entered
by the employee.

• Select the Approve icon in the Main Toolbar
• Select the desired project and time period for
review to obtain the Summary view
•

Select the link for the desired consultant to

obtain the detailed view for the selected
consultant

•

Select the

PREVIEW

button to review the details

and select return button to go back to the main
frame where we have summary
•

Select the link, which has status PREVIEWED' to

obtain the option for approval.

• Select approve button to approve the details
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10.4 PROJECT INFORMATION

The Project Listing includes all active and inactive

projects. A user can view current project information byselecting the Project icon on the Main Toolbar as shown in
Figure 10.3.
•

Update Project Information

-Project Manager will have the authority to
assign and not-assign employees to his or her

projects. The purpose of this is to prevent
unauthorized employees from mistakenly
assigning task activities to his or her
projects.

• Add employee to project
-

Select the Project icon from the Main toolbar
to access the project information

-

Click on the user in the Assigned Listing in
the Consultant Assignment area

-

Select the Assignment button illustrated with

a less than symbol ^<'
Remove consultant from project
• Select the Project icon from the Main toolbar to
access the project information
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Click on the user in the Assigned Listing in
the Consultant Assignment area
Select the assignment button illustrated with

a greater than symbol ^>'
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10.5 EMPLOYEE DIRECTORY

The Directory lists all employees of the company.

As an

employee, users are able to view company employee's
information by selecting the Directory icon on the Main
Toolbar.

In this the user can see only the contact

information of the other employees.

10.6 CUSTOMER INFORMATION

The Customer Listing includes all customers,

including client project manager contacts.

As an

employee, users are able to view current customer
information by selecting the Customer icon on the Main
Toolbar.
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11.0 SUMMARY AND FORWARD-LOOKING

11.1 SUMMARY

An employee of a company can submit the timesheet
electronically through Internet using this Timesheet
application.

The application can also be used to view

other employee's contact information, project information,

project manager and the users assigned to the project and
customer contact information.

The project manager and

the superuser can add new employees, customers and
projects to the database and also assign the users to the

projects.

The project manager will have access to review

and approve timesheets for those projects that he or she
has been assigned to manage.

This Internet based

application's front-end is implemented using Active Server

Pages (ASP), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Java,
JavaScript and VBScript.

The middle tier is implemented

using Component Object Model (COM) components written in
Java. The back end is Oracle 8 database.

The database tables were created using Oracle 8.

Using the SQL scripts the tables were created.

Scripts are included in APPENDIX C.
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The

After the creation of

the tables, the initial data in the reference tables was

populated.

Now the database is accessed through the

Internet application (Timesheet application) to add the
data like user information, project information, customer
information and the timesheet for the user etc.

11.2 FORWARD-LOOKING

This Timesheet application can be extended for the

reports so that the manager and the payroll can see the
number of hours charged by the employee for that project
in certain data range or number of hours charged by the

employee for different projects in certain date range etc.
This application can also be extended for the expense
reports

so

that

the

through the Web.

employee

can

submit

the

expenses

The application can also be extended to

use HTTPS (Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol).

HTTPS is

a Web protocol developed by Netscape and built into its
browser that encrypts and decrypts user page requests as

well as the pages that are returned by the Web server.
HTTPS is really just the use of Netscape's Secure Socket

Layer

(SSL)

as

application layer.

a

sub-layer

under

its

regular

HTTP

That is user can visit the Web site
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starting with http:// to view the information, but when
ready to order the user is given the Web page order form
with URL that starts with https. When user click "SEND" to

send the page to the catalog retailer, the browser's HTTPS

layer

will

receive

encrypt

from

the

it.

server

The
will

acknowledgement
also

travel

that

in

user

encrypted

form, arrive with an https:// URL, and be decrypted for

you by your browser's HTTPS sub-layer.

SSL is a program layer created by Netscape to manage

the security of message transmissions in a network.

That

is, SSL is a method that is used to support the encryption

and decryption of specific WWW documents sent over the
Internet.

Netscape's idea is that the programming to

keeping your messages confidential ought to be contained
in a program layer between an application and the
Internet's TCP/IP layers. The sockets are used to pass
data back and forth between a client and a server program

in a network or between program layers in the same

computer. SSL is an integral part of each Netscape
browser. If a Web site is on a Netscape server, SSL can be

enabled and specific Web pages can be identified as
requiring SSL access.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE ASP CODE FOR FRONT END

THE MAIN FRAME OF THE APPLICATION

<html>

<%

'uname = request.form{"uid")
'typedpwd = request.form("pwd")
%>

<frame noresize>

<frameset rows="60,*" framespacing="0" frameborder="0">

<% 'set obj = Server.CreateObject("osiusers.users")
'if

obj.isSuperuser(Session("userid"),Session("userid")) then
%>

<frame name="maintop" noresize scrolling="no"
TARGET="mainl" src="NewMenu/bar.asp" marginwidth="0"
marginheight="0">
<% 'else %>

<!--<frame name="maintop" noresize scrolling="no"
TARGET="mainl"src="./menu/bar2.html" marginwidth=0
marginheight=0>
-->
<%'end if%>

<frame name="mainbody" noresize scrolling="no"
src="timesheets/default.asp" marginwidth="0"
marginheight="0">
</frameset>

:/html:
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TIMESHEET DETAILS

<%Response.Expires=0%>
<html>
<head>

<title>Timesheet Details</title>
</head>
<%

tid = Request.QueryString("tid")
weeklyflag = Request.Querystring("WeekFlag")
dest = Request.QueryString("dest")
selectDate = Request.QueryString("selectDate")

selectProj = Request.QueryString("selectProj")
showButtons=l

if weeklyflag = "Daily" then
showButtons=0

End if

Set tsobj = Server.CreateObject("ositime.tsheets")
set rs = tsobj.getTsheetDetails(Session("userid"),tid)
set tsobj = nothing
if rs.EOF then%>

<font face="MS Sans Serif" size="l" color="red">

<%Response.Write "Error: No TimeSheet Available for
the selected period."%>
</font>
<%Response.End()
End If

status = rs("status")

if status = "SUBMITTED" or status = "APPROVED" or status
"REVIEWED" then%>

<frameset rows=<%if showButtons=l

then%>"78,*,40"<%else%>"84,*"<%end if%> framespacing=0
frameborder="0">
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<frame name="contents" noresize

scrolling="no" src="tsheader.asp?tid=<%=tid%>"
marginwidth=0>
<frame name="main3"

src="tstable.asp?<%=Request.QueryString%>&;editable=0&:selec
tDate=<%=selectDate%>&:selectProj=<%=selectProj%>"
marginwidth=0 marginheight=0>
<%if showButtons=l then%>

<frame name="main4" noresize scrolling = "no"

src="tsbutton.asp?tid=<%=tid%>" marginwidth=0
marginheight=0>
<%end if%>

<!-- <noframes>

<body bgcolor="#000000" text="#FFFFFF">

<h2 align="center">Frame required site</h2>
<p>No Frame </p>
</body>
</noframes>-->
</frameset>
<%elseif status = "REJECTED" or status = "SAVED"
then%>

<frameset rows=<%if showButtons=l

then%>"78,85,*,40"<%else%>"82,75,*"<%end if%>
framespacing=0 frameborder="0">
<frame name="contents" noresize

scrolling="no" src="tsheader.asp?tid=<%=tid%>"
marginwidth=0>
<frame name="main2" noresize scrolling="no"

src="tsadd.asp?<%=Request.QueryString%>" marginwidth=0
marginheight=0>
<frame name="main3"

src="tstable.asp?<%=Request.QueryString%>&editable=l<%if

dest = "b" then%>#table_bottom<%end if%>" marginwidth=0
marginheight=0>
<%if showButtons=l then%>
<frame name="main4" noresize

scrolling="no" src="tsbutton.asp?tid=<%=tid%>"
marginwidth=0 marginheight=0>
<%end if%>
<!--<noframes>

<body bgcolor="#000000" text="#FFFFFF">

<h2 align="center">Frame required site</h2>
<p>No Frame </p>
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</body>
</noframes>-->
</frameset>
<%end if%>

</html>
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE ASP CODE FOR FRONT END

THE MAIN FRAME OF THE APPLICATION

<html>

<%

'uname = request.form("uid")
'typedpwd = request.form("pwd")
%>

<frame noresize>

<frameset rows="60,*" framespacing="0" frameborder="0">

<% 'set obj = Server.CreateObject("osiusers.users")
'if

obj.isSuperuser(Session("userid"),Session("userid")) then
%>

<frame name="maintop" noresize scrolling="no"
TARGET="mainl" src="NewMenu/bar.asp" marginwidth="0"
marginheight="0">
<% 'else %>

<!--<frame name="maintop" noresize scrolling="no"
TARGET="mainl"src="./menu/bar2.html" marginwidth=0
marginheight=0>
-->
<%'end if%>

<frame name="mainbody" noresize scrolling="no"
src="timesheets/default.asp" marginwidth="0"
marginheight="0">
</frameset>

:/html:
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TIMESHEET BUTTONS

<%@ Language=VBScript %>
<%Response.Buffer=TRUE%>
<html>

<head>

<title>Timesheet Submition</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"
href="../css/global.ess">
</head>
<!--#INCLUDE FILE="../include/Errorhandle.asp" -->
<%

tid = Request.QueryString("tid")
paction=Request.Form("actionl")
Set ts = Server.CreateObject("ositime.tsheets")
select case(paction)
Case "Submit Timesheet"

flag = ts.submitTsheet(Session("userid"),tid)
if flag=true then

Response.Redirect "default.asp?tid="Setid
else

Errormsg("Error Occured")
end if

Case "Delete Timesheet"

flag = ts.deleteTsheet(Session("userid"),tid)
if flag=true then

Response.Redirect "default.asp"
else

Errormsg("Could not delete Timesheet")
end if

end select

set ts = nothing
%>

<body>

</body>
</html>
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE JAVA CODE FOR DLLs

ACCESSING DATABASE

import com.ms.wfc.data

;

import com.ms.mtx.*;

import com.ms.util

;

/*** The following clsid is the id given to the class when
creating the DLL ***/
/*** @com.register ( clsid=C1362266-0969-llD3-9D07
0008C749D664, typelib=C1362265-0969-11D3-9D07-0008C749D664
)

***/
public class Database

{

public IDataSource executeQuery(Command cmd) throws
Exception{
Recordset rs = new Recordset();
Connection con = new ConnectionO;

try {

con.setConnectionString("dsn=entp;uid=entp;pwd=entp$l
2");

con.open0;
cmd.setActiveConnection(con);
rs.setCommand(cmd);

rs.setCursorType(AdoEnums.CursorType.STATIC);
rs.setCursorLocation(AdoEnums.CursorLocation.CLIENT);

rs.setLockType(AdoEnums.LockType.OPTIMISTIC);
rs.open();
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Connection nullcon = null;

rs.setActiveConnection(nullcon);

try {
con.close();

} catch (Exception exl){
EventLog log = new

EventLog("osidb.executequery");
log.reportEvent(EventLog.INFORMATION
,(short) 1,

112,exl.getMessage ()+

"

" +cmd.getCoramandText0 );

}
con=null;

Context.setComplete();
return

(com.ms.wfc.data.IDataSource)rs.getDataSource();

} catch (Exception e){
try {
con.close();

} catch (Exception exl){
EventLog log = new

EventLog("osidb.executequery");
log.reportEvent(EventLog.INFORMATION
,(short) 1,

112,exl.getMessage ()+

"

" +cmd.getCommandText() );

}
throw e;

}

}
// UPDATES , INSERTS and DELETES

// Returns number of rows effected.

public int execute(Command cmd) throws Exception{
Connection con = new Connection();
int retval = -1;

try {
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con.setConnectionString("dsn=entp;uid=entp;pwd=entp$l
2");

con.open();
cmd.setActiveConnection(con);

retval = cmd.executeUpdate();

try {
con.close();

} catch (Exception exl){
EventLog log = new

EventLog("osidb.execute");
log.reportEvent(EventLog.INFORMATION
,(short) 1,

114,exl.getMessage ()+ "

"

+cmd.getCommandText());

}
con=null;

Context.setComplete();
return retval;

} catch (Exception e){
try {
con.close();

} catch (Exception exl){
EventLog log = new

EventLog("osidb.execute");
log.reportEvent(EventLog.INFORMATION

,(short) 1, 114,exl.getMessage ()+ "
+cmd.getCommandText());

}
throw e;
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"

ACCESSING CUSTOMERS

import com.ms.wfc.data

;

import com.ms.mtx.*;
import com.ms.com.*;
import com.ms.util.*;

import com.ms.wfc.core.WFCException;
import scrrun.*;

import osidatabase.*;
import osicommon.*;
import osierrors.*;

/*** The following clsid is the id given to the class when
creating the DLL ***/
/*** @com.register ( clsid=C136226E-0969-llD3-9D07
0008C749D664, typelib=C136226D-0969-llD3-9D07-0008C749D664
)

***/
public class Customers

String[] Reqattribs = {"name"};
String[] attribs =

{"name","active_flag","description","address_id","phone_id
","fax_id"};

public IDataSource getAllCustomers(String skey,String
pat) {
try {
return getCustomers(skey,pat,"");

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
return null;

}
}
public IDataSource getActiveCustomers(String
skey,String pat) {
try {
return getCustomers(skey,pat,"Y");

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString0);
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return null;

}
}
public IDataSource getInactiveCustomers(String

skey,String pat) {
try {
return getCustomers(skey,pat,"N");

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
return null;

}

}
//private method to support the above 3 methods.

private IDataSource getCustomers(String skey,String
pat,String actflag) {
String query =

"select c.customer_id,p.name,p.description " +
"from customers c,partners p where ";

if(actflag != null){
if(actflag.equals("Y")){
query+=" p.active_flag = 'Y' and ";

}else if(actflag.equals("N")){
query+=" p.active_flag = 'N' and ";

}else {
query+=" p.active_flag in ('Y','N')
and ";

}
}
query += " (upper(p.name) like upper(?) or
upper(p.description) like upper(?)) "+
"and c.customer_id = p.partner_id
order by upper(p.name)";
//Query was built. Now set the params.

if ((pat == null)) {
pat = new String ("");

}

try{
Command cmd = new Command();

cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cmd.setCommandText(query);
// params
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string pname = "%" + pat +
Parameter name = new Parameter("name",
AdoEnums.DataType.VARCHAR,
AdoEnums.ParameterDirection.INPUT,

pname.length (),
pname);
Parameter namel = new Parameter

("description",
AdoEnums.DataType.VARCHAR,
AdoEnums.ParameterDirection.INPUT,

pname.length (),
pname );

cmd.getParameters0 .append(name); //one for
name

cmd.getParameters0 .append(namel); // one
for desc

return executeQuery(cmd);

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
return null;

}
}

public IDataSource getCustomerDetails(String skey,int
id) {

try{
Command cmd = new Command();

cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cmd.setCommandText("select * " +

" from partners " +

" where partner_id=
" + id);

return executeQuery(cmd);

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
return null;

}
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public IDataSource getCustomerAddress(String skey,int

id) {
try{
Command cmd = new Command();

cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cmd.setCommandText("select A.* from

addresses A,partners P "+
"where

A.address_id=P.address_id and P.partner_id="+id);
return executeQuery(cmd);

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
return null;

}
}
public IDataSource getCustomerPhone(String skey,int
id) {
try{
Command cmd = new Command();

cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cmd.setCommandText("select A.* from phones
A,partners P "+
"where

A.phone_id=P.phone_id and P.partner_id="+id);
return executeQuery(cmd);

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
return null;

}

}

public IDataSource getCustomerPax(String skey,int id)
{

try{
Command cmd = new Command();

cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cmd.setCommandText("select A.* from phones
A,partners P "+
"where

A.phone_id=P.fax_id and P.partner_id="+id);
return executeQuery(cmd);
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}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString0);
return null;

}
}
public IDataSource getProjects(String skey, int cid)

{
try{
Command cmd = new Command();

cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cmd.setCommandText("select project_id,
name, active_flag "+
"from projects where

active_flag='Y' and customer_id="+cid+
" order by

upper(name)");

Log(777,cmd.getCommandText0);
return executeQuery(cmd);

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
return null;

}

ft

}
public IDataSource getContactMembers(String skey,int
custid){
try{
Command cmd = new Command();

cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cmd.setCommandText("select

P.person_id,initcap(P.first_name)|
|'
' I Iinitcap(P.last_name) name "+
"from persons P,

customer_contact_persons C where C.person_id = P.person_id
and "+

"P.active_flag <>
'D' and "+

"C.customer_id="+custid+
" order by name");
Log(777,cmd.getCommandText0);
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return executeQuery(cmd);

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.getMessage());
return null;

}
}
public IDataSource getContactNonMembers(String

skey,int custid){
try{
Command cmd = new Command();

cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cmd.setCommandText("select distinct

P.person_id,initcap(P.first_name)|
|
'
' I 1initcap(P.last_name) name "+
"from persons P,

role_assignments R where P.active_flag = 'Y' and "+

"R.person_id=P.person_id and R.role_type in ('CLIENT') and
P.person_id not in "+
"(select person_id
from customer_contact_persons "+
"where

customer_id="+custid+")

order by name");

Log(777,cmd.getCommandText());
return executeQuery(cmd);

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.getMessage());
return null;

}
}

public boolean addContactMember(String skey, int
custid, int uid){

if((skey == null)|
|(skey.equals(""))){
setError(skey,"Session Expired");
return false;

}
int retval = -1;

Database_Dispatch db = null;
try {
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db =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));

Command c2 = new Command();

c2.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c2.setCommandText("insert into

customer_contact_persons(person_id,customer_id)"+
"values("+uid+","+custid+")");

Log(777,c2.getCommandText0);
retval = db.execute(c2);

} catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());

} finally {
if(db != null)
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(db);

}
if(retval == 1){
Context.setComplete();
return true;

}else {
Context.setAbort();
return false;

}
}
public boolean addContactMembers(String skey, int

custid, String uidstr){
boolean success = true;

try{
java.util.StringTokenizer T = new

java.util.StringTokenizer(uidstr," ,.'");

while(T.hasMoreTokens 0){
int uid =

Integer.parseint(T.nextToken0);
if(!

addContactMember(skey,custid,uid))
success = false;

}

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
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success = false;

}
if(success)

Context.setComplete();
else

Context.setAbort();
return success;

}

//First ove this person as CLNT from all projects
with customer oustid.

public boolean oveContactMember(String skey, int
custid,int uid){

if((skey == null)|
[ (skey.equals(""))){
setError(skey,"Session Expired");
return false;

}
int retval = -1;

Database_Dispatch db = null;
try {
db =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));
Command cl = new Command();

cl.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cl.setCommandText("update

project assignments set comp_date=sysdate where comp_date
is null and "+

"role='CLNT' and

person_id="+uid+" and project_id in (select project_id
from projects "+
"where

customer_id="+custid+")");
Log(777,cl.getCommandText0);
db.execute(cl);
Command c2 = new Command();

c2.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
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c2.setCommandText("delete from

customer_contact_persons where customer_id="+custid+" and
person_id="+uid);
Log(777,c2.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(c2);

} catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());

} finally {
if(db != null)
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(db);

}
if(retval == 1){
Context.setComplete();
return true;

}else{
Context.setAbort();
return false;

}
}

public boolean oveContactMembers(String skey, int
custid. String uidstr){
boolean success = true;

try{
java.util.StringTokenizer T = new

java.util.StringTokenizer(uidstr," ,.'");
while(T.hasMoreTokens()){
int uid =

Integer.parseint(T.nextToken());
if(!

oveContactMember(skey,custid,uid))
success = false;

}

}catch (Exception e){
setError(skey,e.toString());
success = false;

}
if(success)

Context.setComplete();
else

Context.setAbort();
return success;
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}
/I*****

CREATE METHOD

****★//

//returns new customer id or -1

public int createCustomer(String skey,IDictionary D){
if((skey == null)|
|(skey.equals(""))){
setError(skey,"Session Expired");
return -1;

}
boolean success = true;

int new_ID = -1;

Database_Dispatch db = null;

try{
db =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));
Command Cmd=new Command();

Cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);

if (D == null) {
throw new Exception("No data to
create")

}
//Check for Any Missing Required Arguments

for (int i=0;i < Reqattribs.length ;i++) {
Variant attr = new

Variant(Reqattribs[i]);
if( (D.Exists(attr)) &&

(D.getltem(attr) != null )) {
String val =

D.getItem(attr).toStringO ;
if((val==null)|](val.equals("")))
throw new

Exception(Reqattribs[i]+" is Required.");
}else{
throw new

Exception(Reqattribs[i]+" is Required.");
}
}
// Prepare parameters

StringBuffer Strl = new StringBuffer();
StringBuffer Str2 = new StringBuffer();
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for (int i=0;i < attribs.length ;i++) {
Variant attr = new

Variant(attribs[i]);
if( (D.Exists(attr)) &&

(D.getltem(attr) != null )) {
String val =

D.getltem(attr).toStringO ;

if((val==null)|](val.equals(""))){
Strl.append(attr + ",");
Str2.append("null,");

}else{
Strl.append(attr + ",");
Str2.append("?,");
// Valid parameter
Parameter pi = new

Parameter(attr.toString (),
AdoEnums.DataType.VARCHAR,
AdoEnums.ParameterDirection.INPUT,

val.length(),
val);

Cmd.getParameters0.append(pi);

}
}
}
// get nextval from sequence

Common_Dispatch coml =

(Common_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Common.clsid));
new_ID = coml.getUnique("partners");
if(coml != null)
ComLib.release(coml);

Strl.setCharAt(Strl.length()-1,' ');
Str2.setCharAt(Str2.length()-1,' ');
Strl.insert(0,"insert into

partners(partner_id,create_date,create_user,");
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Strl.append(") values

("+new_ID+",sysdate,'"+skey+
Strl.append(Str2);
Strl.append(")");
Cmd.setCommandText(Strl.toString());

Log(999,Cmd.getCommandText());
db.execute(Cmd);
Command c = new Command();

c.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c.setCommandText("insert into

customers(create_date,customer_id,create_user) "+
"values(sysdate,"+new_ID+",'"+skey+"')");
Log(998,c.getCommandText());
int retval = db.execute(c);

// Create Address

if (D.Exists(new Variant("address"))) {
IDictionary Da =

((IDictionary)(D.getItem(new Variant
("address")).toScriptObject()));

if (Da != null ){
createAddress

(skey,new_ID,Da,db);

}
}
// Create phone

if (D.Exists(new Variant("phone"))) {
IDictionary Dp =

((IDictionary)(D.getItem(new Variant
("phone")).toScriptObject()));

if( Dp != null){
createPhone

(skey,new_ID,"phone",Dp,db);
}
}
// Create fax

if (D.Exists(new Variant("fax"))) {
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IDictionary Dp =

((IDictionary)(D.getItern(new Variant
("fax")).toScriptObject()));

if( Dp != null){
createPhone

(skey,new_ID,"fax",Dp,db);
}

}

} catch (Exception ex) {
success = false;

Log(122,ex.toString());
setError(skey,ex.toString());

} finally {
if(db != null)
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(db);

}
if(success){
Context.setComplete();
return new_ID ;

}
else{
Context.setAbort();
return -1;

}

}

/** Create address and phone for this customer **/
public int createAddress(String skey, int cid,

IDictionary D, Database_Dispatch db) throws Exception{
int retval = -1;

int new_AID = -1;
Command addrCmd=new Command();

addrCmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);

StringBuffer addrStrl = new StringBuffer();
StringBuffer addrStr2 = new StringBuffer();
Variant[] keys =

D.Keys().getVariantArray();
boolean allNulls = true;
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for(int i=0; i<keys.length; i++){
String val = null;

if(D.getltem(keys[i]) != null)
val =

D.getltem(keys[i]).toString();

if((val == null) 1| (val.equals(""))){

addrStrl.append(keys[i].toString()+",");
addrStr2.append("null,");

}else{
allNulls = false;

addrStrl.append(keys[i].toString(.)+",");
addrStr2.append("?,");
Parameter pi = new

Parameter(keys[i].toString(),
AdoEnums.DataType.VARCHAR,
AdoEnums.ParameterDirection.INPUT,

val.length(),
val);

addrCmd.getParameters0 .append(pi);

}
}
//Nothin to create

if(allNulls){
Context.setComplete();
return 1;

}

if(addrStrl.length() > 0) {
Common_Dispatch cm =

(Common_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Common.clsid));
new_AID = cm.getUnique("addresses");
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(cm);
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addrStrl.setCharAt(addrStrl.length()
1,' ');

addrStr2.setCharAt(addrStr2.length()
1, • ');
addrStrl.insert(0,"insert into

addresses (address_id,create_date,create_user,");
addrStrl.append(") values

("+new_AID+",sysdate,'"+skey+
addrStrl.append{addrStr2);
addrStrl.append(")");
addrCmd.setCommandText(addrStrl.toString());

Log(999,addrCmd.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(addrCmd);

} else {
retval = 0;

throw new Exception("Required

Arguments missing for Address");

}
/************** get Foreign Key
********************/

if(retval > 0){
Command c = new Command();

c.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c.setCommandText("update partners set

address_id="+new_AID+" where partner_id="+cid);
Log(888,c.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(c);

}
Context.setComplete();
return retval;

}
public int createPhone(String skey, int cid, String
type, IDictionary D, Database_Dispatch db) throws
Exception{
int retval = -1;

int new_PID = -1;
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Command phoneCmd=new Command();

phoneCmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
StringBuffer phoneStrl = new
StringBuffer0;
StringBuffer phoneStr2 = new
StringBuffer0;
Variant[] keys =
D.KeysO .getVariantArray();
boolean allNulls = true;

for(int i=0; i<keys.length; i++){
String val = null;

if(D.getltem(keys[i]) != null)
val =

D.getltem(keys[i]).toString();

if((val == null)|
| (val.equals(""))){
phoneStrl.append(keys[i].toString()+",");
phoneStr2.append("null,");

}else{
allNulls = false;

phoneStrl.append(keys[i].toString()+",");
phoneStr2.append("?,");
Parameter pi = new

Parameter(keys[i].toString(),
AdoEnums.DataType.VARCHAR,
AdoEnums.ParameterDirection.INPUT,

val.length(),
val);

phoneCmd.getParameters0 .append(pi);

}
}
//Nothin to create

if(allNulls){
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Context.setComplete();
return 1;

}

if(phoneStrl.length() > 0) {
Common_Dispatch cm =

(Common_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Common.clsid));
new_PID = cm.getUnique("phones");
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(cm);

phoneStrl.setCharAt(phoneStrl.length()-1,' ');
phoneStr2.setCharAt(phoneStr2.length 0-1,' ');
phoneStrl.insert(0,"insert into phones

(phone_id,create_date,create_user,");
phoneStrl.append(") values
("+new_PID+",sysdate,'"+skey+
phoneStrl.append(phoneStr2);
phoneStrl.append(")");

phoneCmd.setCommandText(phoneStrl.toString());
Log(999,phoneCmd.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(phoneCmd);

} else {
retval = 0;

throw new Exception("Required

Arguments missing for Phone");

}
/************** Set Foreign Key

if(retval > 0){
Command c = new Command();

c.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c.setCommandText("update partners set

"+type+"_id="+new_PID+" where partner_id="+cid);
Log(888,c.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(c);

}
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Context.setComplete();
return new PID;

}
/************ Update Customer, Addresses and Phones
************I

public boolean updateCustomer(String skey, int aid,

IDictionary D) {

if((skey == null)|
|(skey.equals(""))){
setError(skey,"Session Expired");
return false;

}
boolean success = true;

Database_Dispatch db = null;

try{
db =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));
Command Cmd=new Command();

Cmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);

if (D == null) {
throw new Exception("No data to
update")

}
// Prepare parameters

StringBuffer Str = new StringBuffer();

for (int i=0;i < attribs.length ;i++) {
Variant attr = new

Variant(attribs[i]);

if( (D.Exists(attr)) &&

(D.getltem(attr) != null )) {
String val =

D.getltem(attr).toStringO;
if ((val == null

) I I (val.equals(""))) {
Str.append(attr + "=");
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Str.append("null,");

}else{
Str.append(attr +
Str.appendC'?,");

// Valid parameter
Parameter pi = new

Parameter(attr.toString (),
AdoEnums.DataType.VARCHAR,
AdoEnums.ParameterDirection.INPUT,

val.length(),
val);

Cmd.getParameters0.append(pi);

}
}
}
if(Str.length0 > 0){
Str.setCharAt(Str.length()-1,' ');
Str.insert(0,"update partners set

update_date=sysdate,update_user='"+skey+"',");
Str.appendC where partner_id="+cid);
Cmd.setCommandText(Str.toString());
Log(999,Cmd.getCommandText());
db.execute(Cmd);

}else{
Log(900,"Nothing to modify in person's
attributes. Look for phones/addresses");

}
// Update Address

if (D.Exists(new Variant("address"))) {
IDictionary Da =

((IDictionary)(D.getItem(new Variant
("address")).toScriptObject()));

if (Da != null ){
updateAddress (skey,aid,Da,db);

}
}
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// Update phone

if (D.Exists(new Variant("phone"))) {
IDictionary Dp =
((IDictionary)(D.getItem(new Variant

("phone")).toScriptObject()));

if( Dp != null){
updatePhone

(skey,cid,"phone",Dp,db);

}
}
// Update fax

if (D.Exists(new Variant("fax"))) {
IDictionary Dp =
((IDictionary)(D.getltem(new Variant
("fax")).toScriptObject()));

if( Dp != null){
updatePhone

(skey,cid,"fax",Dp,db);

}
}

}
catch (Exception ex) {
success = false;

setError(skey,ex.toString());

}
finally {
if(db != null)
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(db);

}
if(success){
Context.setComplete();
return true;

}
else{
Context.setAbort();
return false;

}
}
public int updateAddress(String skey, int cid,

IDictionary D, Database_Dispatch db) throws Exception{
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int retval = -1;
Command addrCmd=new Command();

addrCmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
StringBuffer addrStr = new StringBuffer();
Variant[] keys =
D.KeysO .getVariantArray();
boolean allNulls = true;

fordnt 1=0; i<keys.length; i++){
String val = null;
if(D.getltem(keys[i]) != null)
val =

D.getltem(keys[i]).toString();

if((val == null)|
| (val.equals(""))){
addrStr.append(keys[i].toString()+"=");
addrStr.append("nul1,");

}else{
allNulls = false;

addrStr.append(keys[i].toString()+"=");
addrStr.append("?,");
Parameter pi = new

Parameter(keys[i].toString(),
AdoEnums.DataType.VARCHAR,
AdoEnums.ParameterDirection.INPUT,
val.length(),
val);

addrCmd.getParameters().append(pi);
}
}
//When all attribs are nulls, delete the
person_address

if(allNulls){
Command c2 = new Command();
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c2.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c2.setCommandText("update partners set

address_id=null where partner_id="+cid);
Log(777,c2.getCommandText());
db.execute(c2);
Context.setComplete();
return retval;

}
if(addrStr.length0 >0) {
addrStr.setCharAt(addrStr.length()-1,'
addrStr.insert(0,"update addresses set

update_date=sysdate,update_user='"+skey+"',");
addrStr.append(" where address_id in
(select address_id from partners where
partner_id="+cid+")");

addrCmd.setCommandText(addrStr.toString());
Log(999,addrCmd.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(addrCmd);
//if the addr doesn't exist create one
if(retval == 0)
retval =

createAddress(skey,cid,D,db);

} else {
retval = 0;

Log(800,"Nothing to modify in Address
of customer "+cid+".");

}
Context.setComplete();
return retval;

}
public int updatePhone(String skey, int cid. String
type, IDictionary D, Database_Dispatch db) throws
Exception{
int retval = -1;
Command phoneCmd=new Command();
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phoneCmd.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
StringBuffer phoneStr = new StringBuffer();
Variant[] keys =
D.Keys().getVariantArray();
boolean allNulls = true;

fordnt 1=0; i<keys.length; i++){
String val = null;
if(D.getltem(keys[i]) != null)
val =

D.getltem(keys[i]).toString();

if((val == null) |1 (val.equals(""))){

phoneStr.append(keys[i].toString()+"=");
phoneStr.append("null,");

}else{
allNulls = false;

phoneStr.append(keys[i].toString()+"=");
phoneStr.append("?,");
Parameter pi = new

Parameter(keys[i].toString(),
AdoEnums.DataType.VARCHAR,
AdoEnums.ParameterDirection.INPUT,

val.length(),
val);

phoneCmd.getParameters0 .append(pi);

}
}
//When all attribs are nulls, delete the

person_phone

if(allNulls){
Command c2 = new Command();

c2.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
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c2.setCommandText("update partners set

"+type+"_id=null where partner_id="+cid);
Log(777,c2.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(c2);

Context.setComplete();
return retval;

}
//Now it's time to update/add address

if(phoneStr.length 0 >0) {
phoneStr.setCharAt(phoneStr.length()
1, • ');

phoneStr.insert(0,"update phones set

update_date=sysdate,update_user='"+skey+"',");
phoneStr.append(" where phone_id in
(select "+type+"_id from partners where
partner_id="+cid+")");

phoneCmd.setCommandText(phoneStr.toString());
Log(999,phoneCmd.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(phoneCmd);
if(retval == 0)
retval =

createPhone(skey,cid,type,D,db);

} else {
retval = 0;

Log(800,"Nothing to modify in
phone/fax of customer "+cid+".");

}
Context.setComplete();
return retval;

public boolean inactivateCustomer(String skey, int

id) {

if((skey == null)|
|(skey.equals(""))){
setError(skey,"Session Expired");
return false;
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}
int retval = -1;

Database_Dispatch db = null;

try {
db =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));
Command cl = new Command();

cl.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cl.setCommandText("select count(*) from

projects "+
"where

active_flag='Y' and customer_id="+id);
Log(777,cl.getCommandText());
Recordset rs = new

Recordset((IDataSource)executeQuery(cl));
rs.moveFirst();

if(rs.getEOF()){
Context.setAbort();

throw new Exception("Please make sure

that No Projects are Active for this Customer.");
}

if(rs.getField(0).getint0 != 0){
Context.setAbort();

throw new Exception("Please make sure

that No Projects are Active for this Customer.");

}
Command c = new Command();

c.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c.setCommandText("update partners set

active_flag = 'N' where partner_id = "+id);
Log(777,c.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(c);

Context.setComplete();

} catch (Exception e){
Context.setAbort();

setError(skey,e.toString());

} finally {
if(db != null)
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com.ms.com.ComLib.release(db);

}
if(retval == 1)
return true;
else

return false;

}
public boolean activateCustomer(String skey, int id)

{

if((skey == null) 1|(skey.equals(""))){
setError(skey,"Session Expired");
return false;

}
int retval = -1;

Database_Dispatch db = null;

try {
db =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));
Command c = new Command();

c.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c.setCommandText("update partners set

active_flag = 'Y' where partner_id = "+id);
Log(777,c.getCommandText());
retval = db.execute(c);

Context.setComplete0;

} catch (Exception e){
Context.setAbort();

setError(skey,e.toString());

} finally {
if(db != null)
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(db);

}
if(retval == 1)
return true;
else

return false;
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public boolean deleteCustomer(String skey, int id) {
if((skey == null) 1|(skey.equals(""))){
setError(skey,"Session Expired");
return false;

}
int retval = -1;

Database_Dispatch db = null;

try {
db =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));

Command cl9 = new Command();

cl9.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cl9.setCommandText("select count(*) from

projects "+

"where active_flag in

('Y','N') and customer_id="+id);
Log(777,cl9.getCommandText());
Recordset rs = new

Recordset((IDataSource)executeQuery(cl9));
rs.moveFirst();

if(rs.getEOF()){
Context.setAbort();

throw new Exception("Please make sure

that No Projects are Active/Inactive for this Customer.");

)
if(rs.getField(0).getint0 != 0){
Context.setAbort();

throw new Exception("Please make sure

that No Projects are Active/Inactive for this Customer.");

}

try{
Command cO = new Command();

cO.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cO.setCommandText("delete

customer_contact_persons where customer_id = "+id);
Log(777,cO.getCommandText0);
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db.execute(cO);
Command all = new Command();

oil.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
oil.setCommandText("delete projects
where customer_id = "+id);
Log(777,oil.getCommandText());
db.execute(oil);
Command cl = new Command();

cl.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
cl.setCommandText("delete customers

where customer_id = "+id);
Log(777,cl.getCommandText0);
db.execute(cl);
Command c2 = new Command();

c2.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c2.setCommandText("delete partners
where partner_id = "+id);
Log(777,c2.getCommandText0);
retval = db.execute(c2);

} catch (Exception e){
Log(666,e.toString());

}
if(retval < 1){
String idstr = Integer.toString(id);
if(idstr.length() > 6)
idstr = idstr.substring(0,6);
Command c = new Command();

c.setCommandType(AdoEnums.CommandType.TEXT);
c.setCommandText("update partners set

active_flag = 'D',name='"+idstr+"' where partner_id =
"+id);

Log(777,c.getCommandText0);
retval = db.execute(c);

}
Context.setCompleteO;
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} catch (Exception e){
Context.setAbort();

setError(skey,e.toString());

} finally {
if(db != null)
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(db);

}
if(retval == 1)
return true;
else

return false;

/************ Execute

MethodsCalling"osidb.Database"************/
private IDataSource executeQuery(Command cmd) throws
Exception{
IDataSource dsrc = null;

Database_Dispatch dbl =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));
dsrc = (IDataSource)(dbl.executeQuery(cmd));
if(dbl != null)

com.ms.com.ComLib.release(dbl);

Context.setComplete();
return dsrc;

private int execute(Command cmd) throws Exception{
Database_Dispatch dbl =

(Database_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(Database.clsid));
if(dbl != null)
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(dbl);

Context.setComplete();
return 1;
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}
private String getnewCustomerlD(){
return "" ;

}

private void setError(String skey, String str) {
try{
errors_Dispatch er =

(errors_Dispatch)(Context.createObject(errors.clsid));
er.setError(skey,str);
com.ms.com.ComLib.release(er);

} catch (Exception e){
//Ignore

}

}

private void Log(int num, String msg) {
//EventLog log = new

EventLog("osicustomers.customers");
//log.reportEvent(EventLog.INFORMATION ,(short)
1,num,msg);

}
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE SQL SCRIPTS

The sample SQL code to create tables and the schema is
attached.

The following is a list of the tables created by this
script.
ADDRESSES

ADDRESS_TYPES
DEPARTMENTS
PERSONS

PERSON_ADDRESS_USAGES
PERSON_PHONE_USAGES
PHONES

PHONE_TYPES
PARTNERS
ROLES

PERSON_KEY
CUSTOMER_CONTACT_PERSONS
CUSTOMERS
PROJECTS

PROJECT_ASSIGNMENTS

ROLE_ASSIGNMENTS
TIMEPERIODS
TIMESHEETS
WUNITS

The sample code is given below for the few tables
mentioned above.

In addition to creating the above

tables, the script defines primary & foreign keys and
creates indexes.

PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table ADDRESSES
CREATE TABLE addresses(

address_id

INTEGER

NOT NULL,

streetl

VARCHAR2(50)

NOT NULL,

street2

VARCHAR2(50)

NULL,
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VARCHAR2(20)

suite

NULL,

po_box

VARCHAR2(20)

NULL,

city

VARCHAR2(50)

NOT NULL,

VARCHAR2(2)

state

NOT NULL,

zipcode

NUMBER(5,0)

NOT NULL,

plus4

NUMBER(4,0)

NULL,

create_date

DATE

NOT NULL,

create_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NOT NULL,

update_date

DATE

NULL,

update_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NULL

)
TABLESPACE ENTP DAT;

COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.address_id
IS 'Primary Key';
COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.street1

IS 'Address line 1...';
COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.street2

IS 'Address line 2...';
COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.suite

IS 'Suite identifier...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.po_box
IS 'Post Office box identifier...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.city
IS 'City for address...';
COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.State

IS 'State for address...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.zipcode
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IS 'United States Zip Code...';
COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.plus4
IS 'United States Zip Code Plus 4 code...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.create_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update.

COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.create_user
IS 'Database user name...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.update_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update

COMMENT ON COLUMN addresses.update_user
IS 'Database user name...';

PROMPT Adding PRIMARY Constraint To ADDRESSES Table
ALTER TABLE ADDRESSES ADD (

CONSTRAINT ADDR_PK

PRIMARY KEY (ADDRESS_ID)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/
PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table ADDRESS_TYPES
CREATE TABLE address_types(
address_type
VARCHAR2(25)
NOT NULL,

description

VARCHAR2(60)

NOT NULL,

sort_order
DEFAULT 1

NUMBER(6,2)
NULL,

active_flag

VARCHAR2(1)

DEFAULT 'Y'

NULL

CHECK ( active_flag IN ( 'Y' , 'N' )
create_date
DEFAULT sysdate

DATE
NULL,

create_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NULL,
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),

update_date
DEFAULT sysdate

DATE
NULL,

update_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NULL

)

TABLESPACE ENTP_DAT;

COMMENT ON COLUMN address_types.address_type
IS 'Code for entity type...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN address_types.description
IS 'Description of type...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN address_types.create_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update..
COMMENT ON COLUMN address_types.create_user
IS 'Database user name...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN address_types.update_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update..
COMMENT ON COLUMN address_types.update_user
IS 'Database user name...';

PROMPT Adding PRIMARY Constraint To ADDRESS_TYPES Table
ALTER TABLE ADDRESS_TYPES ADD (
CONSTRAINT ADDRTYP_PK

PRIMARY KEY (ADDRESS_TYPE)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/
PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table DEPARTMENTS
CREATE TABLE departments(

dept_id

INTEGER

NOT NULL,

dept_name

VARCHAR2(80)

NOT NULL,
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create_date
DEFAULT sysdate
create_user

DATE

NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(30)

NOT NULL,

update_date

DATE

NULL,

update_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NULL

)

TABLESPACE ENTP_DAT;

COMMENT ON COLUMN departments.dept_name
IS 'Department name';

COMMENT ON COLUMN departments.create_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update..
COMMENT ON COLUMN departments.create_user
IS 'Database user name...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN departments.update_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update..
COMMENT ON COLUMN departments.update_user
IS 'Database user name...';

PROMPT Adding PRIMARY Constraiit To DEPARTMENTS Table
ALTER TABLE DEPARTMENTS ADD (

CONSTRAINT DEPT_PK

PRIMARY KEY (DEPT_ID)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP IDX

/
PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table PERSONS
CREATE TABLE persons(

person_id

INTEGER

NOT NULL,

VARCHAR2(80)

first_name
NOT NULL,
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middle_name

VARCHAR2(80)

NULL,

last_name

VARCHAR2(80)

NOT NULL,

birth_date

DATE

NULL,
NUMBER

ssn

NULL,

VARCHAR2(80)

login
NULL,

password

VARCHAR2(80)

NULL,

VARCHAR2(80)

email

NULL,

hl_date

DATE

NULL,

VARCHAR2(30)

title

NULL,

VARCHAR2(256)

hobbies

NULL,

active_flag
DEFAULT 'Y'

VARCHAR2(1)
NOT NULL

CHECK ( active_flag IN ( 'Y' , ■N' , 'D' )
dept_id

),

INTEGER

NULL,

create_date
DEFAULT sysdate
create_user

DATE

NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(30)

NOT NULL,

update_date
DEFAULT sysdate

DATE

NULL,
VARCHAR2(30)

update_user
NULL

TABLESPACE ENTP_DAT;

COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.first_name
IS 'Name of Employee, candidate employee, customer
contact. . . ' ;

COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.middle_name
IS 'Name of Employee, candidate employee, customer
contact. . . ' ;

COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.last_name
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IS 'Name of Employee, candidate employee, customer
contact...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.birth_date
IS 'Identifying date...';
COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.ssn

IS 'Social Security';

COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.title
IS 'Employee position title';
COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.hobbies
IS 'Person hobbies';

COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.create_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update...';
COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.create_user
IS 'Database user name...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.update_date

IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update...';
COMMENT ON COLUMN persons.update_user
IS 'Database user name...';

PROMPT Adding PRIMARY Constraint To PERSONS Table
ALTER TABLE PERSONS ADD {

CONSTRAINT PERS_PK

PRIMARY KEY (PERSON_ID)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/

PROMPT Adding UNIQUE Constraint To PERSONS Table
ALTER TABLE PERSONS ADD (

CONSTRAINT PERS_LOGIN_UK
UNIQUE (LOGIN)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10
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TABLESPACE ENTP IDX

/
PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table PHONES
CREATE TABLE phones(

phone_id

INTEGER

NOT NULL,

phone_number

NUMBER(20,0)

NOT NULL,

NUMBER(10,0)

extension

NULL,

create_date
DEFAULT sysdate

DATE

NULL,
VARCHAR2(30)

create_user
NULL,

update_date
DEFAULT sysdate
update_user

DATE

NULL,
VARCHAR2(30)

NULL

)
TABLESPACE ENTP DAT;

COMMENT ON COLUMN phones.phone_id
IS 'Primary Key';

COMMENT ON COLUMN phones.phone_number
IS 'Phone number without hyphen...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN phones.extension
IS 'Extension for phone number...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN phones.oreate_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update.
COMMENT ON COLUMN phones.create_user
IS 'Database user name...';

COMMENT ON COLUMN phones.update_date
IS 'Record timestamp of creation and update.
COMMENT ON COLUMN phones.update_user
IS 'Database user name...';
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PROMPT Adding PRIMARY Constraint To PHONES Table
ALTER TABLE PHONES ADD (

CONSTRAINT PHON_PK

PRIMARY KEY (PHONE_ID)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/
PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table CUSTOMERS
CREATE TABLE CUSTOMERS(

CUSTOMER_ID

NUMBER(38)

NOT NULL,

create_date
DEFAULT sysdate

DATE
NOT NULL,

create_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NOT NULL,

update_date

DATE

NULL,

update_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NULL

)
TABLESPACE ENTP DAT;

PROMPT ADDING UNIQUE Constraint to CUSTOMERS CUSTOMER_ID
ALTER TABLE CUSTOMERS ADD (

CONSTRAINT CUSTOMER_CUSTID_UK

UNIQUE (CUSTOMER_ID)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/
PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table PROJECTS
DROP TABLE PROJECTS;
CREATE TABLE PROJECTS(
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PROJECT_ID

NUMBER(38)

NOT NULL,

CUSTOMER_ID

NUMBER(38)

NOT NULL,

NAME
DESCRIPTION
BILLABLE

VARCHAR2(6)
NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(100)
NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2(1)
DEFAULT 'Y'
NOT

NULL

CHECK ( billable IN ( "Y' , 'N' )

active_flag

),

VARCHAR2(1)

DEFAULT 'Y'

NOT NULL

CHECK ( active_flag IN ( 'Y' , 'N','D' ) ),
detailedwunits_flag
VARCHAR2(1)
■Y'

DEFAULT

NULL

CHECK(detailedwunits_flag IN ( 'Y' , 'N' )) ,
create_date
DEFAULT sysdate

DATE
NOT NULL,

create_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NOT NULL,

update_date

DATE

NULL,

update_user

VARCHAR2(30)

NULL

)

TABLESPACE ENTP_DAT;

PROMPT Adding PRIMARY Constraint To PROJECTS Table
ALTER TABLE PROJECTS ADD

(

CONSTRAINT PROJECTS_PK

PRIMARY KEY (PROJECT_ID)
USING INDEX

PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/
PROMPT ADDING UNIQUE Constraint to PROJECTS NAME
ALTER TABLE PROJECTS ADD (

CONSTRAINT PROJECT_NAME_UK

UNIQUE (CUSTOMER_ID,NAME)
USING INDEX

PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX

/
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PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table TIMEPERIODS
CREATE TABLE TIMEPERIODS(
TIMEPERIOD

NUMBER(38)

ID

NOT NULL,

START_DAY

DATE

NOT NULL,

END_DAY

DATE

NOT NULL,

VARCHAR2(100)

NAME

NOT NULL,

VARCHAR2(1)

active_flag
DEFAULT 'Y'

NOT NULL

CHECK ( active_flag IN ( 'Y'

'N' )

)

)

TABLESPACE ENTP_DAT

/

PROMPT Adding PRIMARY Constraint To TIMEPERIODS Table
ALTER TABLE TIMEPERIODS ADD (

CONSTRAINT TIMEPERIODS_PK

PRIMARY KEY (TIMEPERIOD_ID)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/
PROMPT

PROMPT Creating Table TIMESHEETS
CREATE TABLE TIMESHEETS(

TIMESHEET_ID

NUMBER(38)

NOT NULL,

TIMEPERIOD_ID

NUMBER(38)

NOT NULL,

PERSON_ID

NUMBER(38)

NOT NULL,

STATUS
VARCHARdS)
NOT NULL
CHECK ( status IN ( 'SAVED' , 'SUBMITTED','REVIEWED',

'APPROVED','REJECTED','CLOSED','DELETED' )

ACTION_ID

NUMBER(38)

)

TABLESPACE ENTP_DAT

/
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),

NULL

PROMPT Adding PRIMARY Constraint To TIMESHEETS Table
ALTER TABLE TIMESHEETS ADD (

CONSTRAINT TIMESHEETS_PK

PRIMARY KEY (TIMESHEET_ID)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/
PROMPT ADDING UNIQUE Constraint to TIMESHEETS

TIMEPERIOD_ID PERSON_ID
ALTER TABLE TIMESHEETS ADD (

CONSTRAINT TSHEET_TP_PERS_UK

UNIQUE (TIMEPERIOD_ID,PERSON_ID)
USING INDEX
PCTFREE

10

TABLESPACE ENTP_IDX
)

/

Adding Foreign Key Table Constraints
PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PERSONS Table
ALTER TABLE PERSONS ADD (

CONSTRAINT PERS_DEPT_FK

FOREIGN KEY (DEPT_ID)
REFERENCES DEPARTMENTS (DEPT_ID)
)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PERSON_ADDRESS_USAGES
Table

ALTER TABLE PERSON_ADDRESS_USAGES ADD (
CONSTRAINT PERADDRUSE_ADDR_FK

FOREIGN KEY (ADDR_ADDRESS_ID)
REFERENCES ADDRESSES ( ADDRESS_ID)
)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PERSON_ADDRESS_USAGES
Table

ALTER TABLE PERSON_ADDRESS_USAGES ADD (
CONSTRAINT PERADDRUSE PERS FK
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FOREIGN KEY (PERSON_ID)
REFERENCES

PERSONS (
PERSON ID)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PERSON_ADDRESS_USAGES
Table

ALTER TABLE PERSON_ADDRESS_USAGES ADD (
CONSTRAINT PERADDRUSE_ADDRTYP_FK

FOREIGN KEY (ADDRESS_TYPE)
REFERENCES ADDRESS_TYPES (
ADDRESS_TYPE)
)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PERSON_PHONE_USAGES
Table

ALTER TABLE PERSON_PHONE_USAGES ADD (
CONSTRAINT PUSG_PERS_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PERSON_ID)
REFERENCES

PERSONS (

PERSON_ID)
)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PERSON_PHONE_USAGES
Table

ALTER TABLE PERSON_PHONE_USAGES ADD (
CONSTRAINT PUSG_PHON_FK

FOREIGN KEY {PHONE_ID)
REFERENCES

PHONES (

PHONE_ID)
)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PERSON_PHONE_USAGES
Table

ALTER TABLE PERSON_PHONE_USAGES ADD (
CONSTRAINT PUSG_PHONTYP_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PHONE_TYPE)
REFERENCES PHONE_TYPES (
PHONE_TYPE)
)

/
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PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PERSON_KEY Table
ALTER TABLE PERSON_KEY ADD (
CONSTRAINT PERKEY_PERS_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PERSON_ID)
REFERENCES

PERSONS (

PERSON_ID)
)

/

PROMPT ADDING FOREIGN Constraint to CUSTOMERS CUSTOMER_ID
ALTER TABLE CUSTOMERS ADD (

CONSTRAINT CUSTOMER_CUSTID_FK

FOREIGN KEY (CUSTOMER_ID)
REFERENCES PARTNERS (PARTNER_ID)
)

/
PROMPT ADDING FOREIGN Constraint to PROJECTS CUSTOMER_ID
ALTER TABLE PROJECTS ADD (

CONSTRAINT PROJECT_CUSTID_FK

FOREIGN KEY (CUSTOMER_ID)
REFERENCES CUSTOMERS (CUSTOMER_ID)
)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PROJECT_ASSIGNMENTS
Table

ALTER TABLE PROJECT_ASSIGNMENTS ADD (
CONSTRAINT PROJASSIGN_PERS_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PERSON_ID)
REFERENCES

PERSONS (

PERSON_ID)
)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To PROJECT_ASSIGNMENTS
Table

ALTER TABLE PROJECT_ASSIGNMENTS ADD (
CONSTRAINT PROJASSIGN_PROJ_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PROJECT_ID)
REFERENCES

PROJECTS (

PROJECT_ID)
)
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/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To ROLE_ASSIGNMENTS Table
ALTER TABLE ROLE_ASSIGNMENTS ADD (
CONSTRAINT ROLEASSICN_ROLE_FK

FOREIGN KEY (ROLE_TYPE)
REFERENCES

ROLES (

ROLE_TYPE)
)

/

PROMPT Adding FOREIGN Constraint To ROLE_ASSIGNMENTS Table

ALTER TABLE ROLE_ASSIGNMENTS ADD (
CONSTRAINT ROLEASSIGN_PERS_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PERSON_ID)
REFERENCES

PERSONS (

PERSON_ID)
)

/
PROMPT ADDING FOREIGN Constraint to TIMESHEETS PERSON_ID
ALTER TABLE TIMESHEETS ADD (

CONSTRAINT TSHEET_PERS_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PERSON_ID)
REFERENCES PERSONS (PERSON_ID)
)

/
PROMPT ADDING FOREIGN Constraint to TIMESHEETS

TIMEPERIOD_ID
ALTER TABLE TIMESHEETS ADD (

CONSTRAINT TSHEET_TPERIOD_FK

FOREIGN KEY (TIMEPERIOD_ID)
REFERENCES TIMEPERIODS (TIMEPERIOD_ID)
)

/
PROMPT ADDING FOREIGN Constraint to TIMESHEETS ACTION_ID
ALTER TABLE TIMESHEETS ADD (

CONSTRAINT TSHEET_ACTION_FK
FOREIGN KEY (ACTION_ID)

REFERENCES ACTIONS (ACTION_ID)
)

/
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PROMPT ADDING FOREIGN Constraint to WUNITS TIMESHEET_ID
ALTER TABLE WUNITS ADD (

CONSTRAINT WUNIT_TSHEET_FK

FOREIGN KEY (TIMESHEET_ID)
REFERENCES TIMESHEETS (TIMESHEET_ID)
)

/

PROMPT ADDING FOREIGN Constraint to WUNITS PROJECT_ID
ALTER TABLE WUNITS ADD (

CONSTRAINT WUNIT_PROJ_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PROJECT_ID)
REFERENCES PROJECTS (PROJECT_ID)
)

/
/
PROMPT ADDING FOREIGN Constraint to

CUSTOMER_CONTACT_PERSONS PERSON_ID

ALTER TABLE CUSTOMER_CONTACT_PERSONS ADD (
CONSTRAINT CUSTPERS_PERS_FK

FOREIGN KEY (PERSON_ID)
REFERENCES PERSONS (PERSON_ID)
)

/
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